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Dear Readers, 
 

Welcome to the second newsletter of the SEMIDEC project!  
 

The SEMIDEC project has entered its second year so it seems an appropriate time to 
take stock as well as look ahead. In this newsletter, we review in detail some of our 
achievements during the project’s first year and highlight exciting activities to look 
forward to over the course of 2011. 
 
In September 2010, the SEMIDEC project held a successful first workshop at St Petersburg State 
Polytechnical University, which attracted 60 experts from the EU and Russia. This will be followed by 
our second workshop in May 2011 in Ulyanovsk – birthplace of Lenin on the banks of the vast Volga 
river. A limited number of travel grants exist for European experts to attend – but don’t wait too long to 
ask! We also provide a sneak preview of the final SEMIDEC workshop which will be held in October 
2011 in Russia’s Silicon Valley – Zelenograd – an event not to be missed! 
 
During the past year, the SEMIDEC team produced several helpful publications - Promotion Guide of 
Russian Semiconductor Design Organizations, Good Practices Booklet for FP7 Semiconductor Design 
Research, and Report on Russian Semiconductor Research, Technology and Organizations - that we 
encourage you to download for free from the SEMIDEC website (www.semidec-ru.eu).  
 
Also, last year we helped a young talented Russian microelectronics researcher to start his dream 
PhD at TU Delft in Holland. In this newsletter, we bring news of more exciting opportunities to help 
Russian students find paid postgraduate internships, PhDs and Post-Docs in Europe. 
 
In 2011, we will be extending our offer of 45,000 rouble travel grants to Russian researchers to attend 
European semiconductor conferences. Thanks to our travel grants awarded last year, three Russian 
experts attended the ESSCIRC and SEMICON Europa events where they developed several new 
European partnerships and joint research proposals. 
 
Finally, January 2012 may seem a while away, but it is not too early to start preparing for the FP7 ICT 
Call 8 deadline. We highlight several call objectives of interest to European and Russian researchers 
and how the SEMIDEC team can help you directly to participate. 
 
We look forward to meeting some of you in 2011 during our Ulyanovsk and Zelenograd workshops.  
 
Happy reading! 
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Successful SEMIDEC Workshop in St Petersburg 
 

The SEMIDEC project held a successful two day workshop in September 2010 at St 
Petersburg State Polytechnical University. The workshop attracted 60 distinguished 
microelectronics experts from over 15 different industrial and academic organisations 
from France, Germany, Russia, Spain and Sweden. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
During the workshop, sessions were held dedicated to: 
 

i) awareness raising  of opportunities for cooperative research in semiconductor design under 
the FP7 ICT work programme; 

ii) presenting Russian semiconductor research organisations and capabilities (e.g. Ioffe Physico-
Technical Institute of RAS, Nevatron Design Center, SPbSPU, MIEM, SciDECO, IDM+ Design 
Centre and R&D Center Cristall) 

iii) introducing European semiconductor research capabilities and research post opportunities 
(e.g. Telecom Bretagne, Universidad de Sevilla, LFoundry and KTH); 

iv) networking between Russian and European semiconductor design experts and organizations; 
v) training on how to contact and cooperate with potential European semiconductor 

organisations and how to participate in the EU’s FP7 ICT work programme. 
 
The workshop created some immediate and very encouraging impacts: 
 

• Russian organisations IDM+ and St. Petersburg State Polytechnical University held 
discussions about research collaboration with Fraunhofer-IIS, which led to them both being 
included in the FP7 proposal “GLOnass comBined Advanced Localization authentIcation 
eXtended (GLOBALIX)” submitted to the December 2010 call GALILEO.2011.3.1-1. 
Innovative receivers for the mass market or for professional uses 

• Russian organisation SIGMA-IS began discussions with Fraunhofer-IIS concerning research 
collaboration on new surveillance camera technology. The two organisations plan to jointly 
submit a proposal to the call FP7-ICT-2011-8, Objective ICT-2011.3.5, “Core and disruptive 
photonic technologies” (Deadline: January 2012) 

• LFoundry – a German foundry dedicated to analogue, mixed signal and specialized 
technologies – began detailed discussions with St. Petersburg State Polytechnical University 
to arrange an internship for one of their postgraduate students 

 
Copies of all the workshop presentations are available  

here on the SEMIDEC website 
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Announcing the Second SEMIDEC Workshop in Ulyanovsk 
 

Following hotly on the success of our first SEMIDEC workshop, the SEMIDEC team 
is proud to announce the Second SEMIDEC Workshop will be held on 19-20 May 
2011 at Ulyanovsk State Technical University, Ulyanovsk, Russia. 

 
Ulyanovsk – fine cultural centre and birthplace of Lenin on the 
banks of the sweeping, majestic Volga river - is home to a thriving 
cluster of top Russian microelectronics research institutions, 
design centres and production enterprises. We are privileged to 
be able to hold our second SEMIDEC workshop at this well-
known tourist destination. 
 
Our second workshop aims to further strengthen R&D 
collaboration between Europe and Russia in the field of 
semiconductor design. To this effect, representatives from both 

the research and industrial communities will be brought together to share experiences, present and 
discuss recent scientific and technological achievements, and identify areas of common interest and 
potential R&D collaboration within the scope of the upcoming FP7 ICT call 8. 
 
During the workshop, sessions will be held to allow participants the 
opportunity to:  
 

• Meet European and Russian leading players within the semiconductor 
components and electronic based miniaturised systems field  

• Receive free advice on technical and administrative matters pertaining to 
the European Commission 7th Framework Programme, on preparing 
project proposals, and on potential partners for joint SDT projects. 

• Get insight into the latest technical developments presented by 
researchers with first-hand experience 

• Take advantage of networking opportunities to establish new research-
research and research-business contacts  

 
For Russian researchers interested to attend and/or make a presentation, 
please register as soon as possible with Dr. Anton Yanovsky 
(a.yanovsky@rttn.ru). 
 
For European researchers interested to attend and/or make a presentation, the 
SEMIDEC project has a limited number of travel grants. Please enquire with Ms. 
Gergana Hristozova (g.hristozova@inno-group.com). But hurry! Applications 
are dealt with on a strictly first-come, first-served basis! 
 
 

SEMIDEC supports Russians to attend European conferences 
 

In 2010, the SEMIDEC team provided 45,000 rouble travel grants to three Russian researchers to 
attend ESSCIRC (Spain) and SEMICON Europa (Germany). The invaluable opportunity has helped 
them to develop new links with European partners and participate in FP7 proposals. 
 
In 2011, we will be able to extend our support to offer 45,000 rouble travel grants to 9 fortunate 
Russian researchers to attend European semiconductor conferences. 
 
If you wish to apply for a 45,000 rouble travel grant, then please enquire with 
Dr. Anton Yanovsky (a.yanovsky@rttn.ru). But hurry! Applications are dealt 
with on a strictly first-come, first-served basis! 
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Helpful SEMIDEC Publications 
 

During the past year, the SEMIDEC team has been busy producing several free and 
very helpful publications that we are eager for European and Russian semiconductor 
researchers to take advantage of … 
 

 
The SEMIDEC Promotion Guide of Russian 
Semiconductor Design Organizations is a brochure 
highlighting leading Russian organisations eager to develop 
international cooperation in semiconductor design with European 
partners. The guide is the result of an extensive mapping exercise of 
Russian semiconductor organizations involved in research relevant 
to the EU’s priorities concerning semiconductor design methods, 
tools and standardization. The main target groups for the promotion 
guide are EU companies and R&D organizations looking for partners 
in Russia for joint R&D projects in the area of semiconductor design.  
 
This publication has already been downloaded over 450 times since 
August 2010. Don’t miss out - get your copy too! 
 

 
The SEMIDEC Good Practices Booklet for FP7 
Semiconductor Design Research is aimed at beginners of 
FP7 research projects. It offers help to increase their chances of 
success during all the phases of preparation and implementation of 
FP7 semiconductor related projects. The booklet highlights various 
good practices – both knowledge or ways of doing things - that are 
often illustrated with short, practical case-studies. In particular, the 
booklet has been developed for Russian semiconductor design 
research organisations who are interested to participate in FP7 
projects, but who do not know where to start. 
 
Are you a Russian semiconductor expert wanting to participate in FP7 
ICT Call 8? Then don’t delay, download a Russian copy today! 
 

 
The SEMIDEC Report on Russian Semiconductor 
Research, Technology and Organizations provides a 
thorough description of Russian organisations and research 
concerned with semiconductor design methods and tools. 
Furthermore, the report examines the overall Russian semiconductor 
sector and the key role performed by the State. The report also 
investigates opportunities for Russia to participate in European 
activities as well as how semiconductor related intellectual property 
can be transferred between the regions. Finally, the report concludes 
with a set of practical recommendations on ways for Russia and 
Europe to strengthen their semiconductor cooperation in the future.  
 
So, if you are a European organisation and serious about developing 
joint ventures with Russia, this is the publication for you! 
 

All publications are free so please help yourself to download copies from 
here on the SEMIDEC website! 
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SEMIDEC helps young Russians to do paid research in Europe 
 

Last year we helped a young talented Russian microelectronics researcher to start 
his dream PhD at TU Delft in Holland … How about you? Are you a Russian 
student interested to do a paid Postgraduate internship, PhD or Post-Doc in 
semiconductor research in Europe? Yes! Then read on about current research 
vacancies and you could be earning up to €2000/month doing advanced research at 
a top European semiconductor research organisation! 
 

Current Research Vacancies:  
 

• TALLINN UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY (Estonia): Open MSc, PhD and Post-Doc research positions 
in dependable 3D architectures, reliable sensor networks, processor synthesis for 
reprogrammable digital systems, assertion based verification and system test, fault model 
independent test and diagnosis, diagnostic modelling of digital systems, and test research and 
fault diagnosis. 

• TELECOM BRETAGNE (France): Open PhD and Post-doc research positions in RF integrated 
systems designed on advanced semiconductor technology (400MHz – 6GHz, MOS, 
CMOS+Bipolar and Bi-CMOS SiGe) and Millimetre wave integrated systems designed on 
advanced semiconductor technology (230GHz for SiGeC HBT Bipolar and 150GHz for 65nm 
NMOS transistors) 

• INSTITUTE OF MICROELECTRONICS OF SEVILLE (Spain): Open MSc and PhD research positions in 
data converters (e.g. ultra low power and high speed), time-to-digital data converters (e.g. 
mathematical modelling and system embedding), smart imagers and vision systems (e.g. 3D 
smart imagers, advanced navigation and PET/SPECT medical applications) and bio-medical 
systems (e.g. bio-signalling interfacing, RFID base-band processors and transceivers); 

• L-FOUNDRY (Germany and France): Open industrial internships, PhD and Post-doc positions in 
advanced CMOS R&D (110-180nm), mixed signal designs and processes, RF CMOS, low power 
designs and processes, high voltage CMOS (40-150V … 200V), CMOS based MEMS, CMOS 
based optoelectronics, and IP related with SoC technology (embedded memory and analogue 
blocks); 

• ROYAL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY STOCKHOLM (Sweden): Open MSc and PhD positions in 
wireless radio research (e.g. DVB-S, DVB-T, GSM WCDMA, UWB and WLAN) and wireless 
radio design (e.g. methodology, flow and tools). 

 
If you are interested in any of the above vacancies, please contact before 20 
May 2011 Mr. Flavien Massi (flavienmassi@intelligentsia-consultants.com) and 
Ms. Anna Pyatenko (anna.pyatenko@iis.fraunhofer.de). 
 
Equally, if you are a European semiconductor research organisation interested 
to recruit Russian interns, then please get in contact with our two experts.  
 
Pre-announcing the Final SEMIDEC Workshop in Zelenograd 
 

The Final SEMIDEC Workshop will be held during October 2011 
at Moscow Institute of Electronic Technology, Zelenograd. 
Zelenograd is Russia’s Silicon Valley - the heart of Russia’s 
renaissance electronics, microelectronics and computer 
industries. We anticipate an excellent participation from Russia’s 
largest microelectronics industrial and academic organisations 
(e.g. Mikron, RAS, etc). An event to be savoured! 
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Russian semiconductor R&D gains support in Europe  
 

Thanks to travel grants awarded by the SEMIDEC project, Russian experts in 
semiconductors and microelectronics have been supported to develop partnerships 
in Europe and offer new joint projects. 
 
Sergey Mosin, acting Head of the Computer Engineering Department at Vladimir State University, took 
part in the European Solid-State Circuits Conference (ESSCIRC) in Seville, Spain, in September 2010. 
He was able to establish new partnerships with European universities and SMEs engaged in 
integrated circuit and system design and to discuss possible joint participation in FP7 projects. 
 
Two Russian experts took part in the SEMICON Europa exhibition held in Dresden, Germany, in 
October 2010. Veniamin Stakhin, IDM+ Director General, a Zelenograd-based microelectronics 
company, had talks with European factories and firms seen as prospective partners in VLSI 
manufacture and assembly. IDM+ received an offer to file a joint application for an FP7 project. 
 
Alexey Filippov, Head of the Multimedia Systems Department at SIGMA-IS, presented an FP7 project 
idea on the development and prototyping of an ASIC for video surveillance. Previously, potential 
partnerships had been limited to just one German institute, but thanks to Dr. Filippov's participation in 
the Dresden event several more organisations from Britain, France and Portugal agreed to cooperate 
with his company. Details of a joint FP7 application for FP7 ICT Call 8 are currently being discussed. 
 
Call 8 of the FP7 ICT Programme 
 

The next FP7 ICT call for proposals – Call 8 – is expected to be officially opened in 
July 2011 with a deadline in January 2012. Several objectives covered in Call 8 will 
be of interest to European and Russian semiconductor researchers: 
 
Objective ICT-2011.3.1 Very advanced nanoelectronic components: design, engineering, 
technology and manufacturability 
This objective covers the combination and convergence of advanced More-than-Moore elements with 
Beyond-CMOS devices and their integration and interfacing with existing technology. It addresses 
research from a "System Perspective", i.e. linking new advanced component technologies with 
advanced system design to support miniaturised electronic systems for 2020 and beyond.  
 
Objective ICT-2011.3.2 Smart components and smart systems integration 
The target outcome b) Micro-Nano Bio Systems (MNBS) will be covered in Call 8. MNBS are smart 
systems combining microsensing and microactuation, microelectronics, nano-materials, molecular 
biology, biochemistry, measurement technology and ICT. 
 
Objective ICT-2011.3.5 Core and disruptive photonic technologies 
The target outcome a) Core photonic technologies will be covered in Call 8. The aim is to advance 
application-specific photonic components and sub-systems (e.g laser and other light sources, 
modulators, transmitters and receivers, multiplexers, cross-connects, detectors and sensors, fibre 
components). 
 

Further details about the objectives can be found in the FP7 ICT Work Programme 2011. 
 
Are you looking for partners for a research proposal for FP7 ICT Call 8? Do you 
have research experience you would like to share? If so, please contact our 
two experts for support: Dr. Anton Yanovsky (a.yanovsky@rttn.ru) and Mr. 
Flavien Massi (flavienmassi@intelligentsia-consultants.com). 
 

For further up-to-date information concerning SEMIDEC news and events, 
please visit our website: www.semidec-ru.eu 


